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Technical Progress

NRC Support. B. White and S. Bush-Goddard traveled to SNL.to review the status of the RAM
Package Vulnerability Study. B. White reviewed the status of jetliner impact and,(
calculations and also of the preparation of a sabotage source term guidance report. The
possibility of loss of the HI-STORM cask lid during jetliner impact scenarios was extensively
discussed and an approach for resolving this issue was defined. An email summarizing the
proposed approach was sent to B. White. B. White and S. Bush-Goddard discussed consequence
modeling questions with Vulnerability Study consequence modelers. Appropriate ways to
address concerns about modeling economic costs, dirty bomb scenarios, calculation of near-field
contamination, and updating of MACCS input parameter values were identified
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Task 1.1: Jetliner Crash into an ISFSI.
- , . , . ... .. ..- .v ,.. .

Jetliner Impact Draft Report. Revision of Section 2 on jetliner impact and Section 3 on jet
fuel pool fires in response to NRC comments continued. In particular, work continued on the
preparation of a flow chart and a general description of the analysis methodology and the new

--.

Global Jetliner Impact Calculations. The global jetliner CTH impact calculations that were
being rerun using a )impact velocity were completed. A calculation that used Zapotec to
model the global impact of a jetliner onto the HI-STORM cask was completed. Comparison of
the results of this calculation to the results obtained using CTH indicate that Zapotec is over-
predicting the average cask exit velocity. Reasons for this difference are being investigated.
Boeing was sent a draft copy of the SNL report that discusses the SNL jetliner model and the
methodology SNL is using to analyze crashes of this jetliner. Delta Airlines staff were contacted
about visiting their Atlanta facilities to examine this jetliner.
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Jetliner Components Impact Calculations. Performance of additional( landing gear £' c
strut PRONTO impact calculations for the HI-STORM cask continued (3 calculation have been
completed, I calculation is underway and 1 more will be run).

Two PRONTO landing gear strut impact calculations at two different impact orientations for the
NAC UMS cask were completed. These calculations assumed a yield strength of 300 ksi for the
steel in the-strut. Because this yield strength is very high, the calculation that examined an -
impact at( -is being rerun assuming a strut steel yield strength of 50
ksi. An analysis of the impact of the NAC UMS cask onto a rigid surface in a(

)"was performed. Documentation of the results of the NAC-UMS
PRONTO calculations was completed and will be added to the next draft of the jetliner crash
vulnerability study report.

Work developing input for a jetliner engine impact calculation was continued. In particular, the,'
development of a Riera curve that can be used in a PRONTO calculation of the impact of a )
engine onto the NAC UMS cask was begun.

Jet Fuel Fire Modeling. Documentation of the VULCAN calculations that examined the wind
driven'response of the HI-STORM cask to a nearby buoupwind fire was completed. the response
of the HI-STORM cask to a nearby but upwind fire was completed. Construction of input.for the
CAFE/PThermal code for use in modeling the response of the HI-Storm cask to a wind driven
fire continued. Input was developed for both a full cask model and for a half-symmetry model.
Two calculations were performed using this input: a collocated and fully engulfing quiescent
pool fire, and a 5 m/s wind driven fuel pool fire positioned next to but upwind of the standing
cask. The fire duration for both calculations was one hour. Because the CAFt/PThermal code
closely couples a pool fire code to a heat transport code, when run this calculation will confirm
the adequacy/conservatism of the thermal analyses of the HI-STORM cask performed using the
VULCAN pool fire code followed by ID heat transport analyses.

Fission Product Transport. Development continued of a MELCOR model of the.NAC UMS
canister, basket, and fuel assemblies to support the calculation of fission product release from
this cask to the atmosphere for sabotage scenarios that lead to cask failure. Calculations were

.performed that .investigated the performance .of the MELCOR core package model when rotated
90 degrees from the vertical orientation assumed when modeling the behavior of fuel rods during
reactor core melt accidents (the accident that the MELCOR core package was designed to
model). These calculations indicated that the core package model will not provide reasonable
predictions when applied to horizontal fuel rods. Input for the Control Volume, Heat Structures,
and Core Packages of the MELCOR code to be used to perform fission pioduct transport
analyses of a NAC-UMS cask damaged byC )was completed
and preliminary check-out calculations that'use this input were begun. Ways to address the
problems with the preliminary detailed NAC UMS MELCOR input model identified last month
wvere identified. After incorporating these fixes, a'steady state simulation was performed using
the NAC UMS MELCOR input model and comparison of computational results to data in the
NAC UMS SAR was begun.
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Consequence Modeling. Examination of ways to model atmospheric transport at short
downwind distances from afailed RAM package and on a methodology for calculation of the
economic costs of sabotage accidents continued. Review of published works on turbulence
induced dispersion in the near field in pool fire plumesl continued. Investigation of a related
topic, plume dispersion from ground fires in urban and industrial areas, was begun. Review of
work by S. Hanna on ground level releases in urban street canyons was begun. This work
characterizes the dependence of plume dispersion in a stree canyon on normalized building
height, width, and spacing.

Development of MACCS2 and RADTRAN 5 input files to be used to perform consequence
calculations using the NRC screening criteria for sabotage scenarios was begun. Calculations
that will allow differences in MACCS2 and RADTRAN6 calculations that use the same source
term were initiated. The sabotage scenarios being used in this analysis is an unclassified

Task 1.2: Small Plane Crash into an ISFSI.

Small Plane Survey. No work done this month.

Task 1.3: ANSYSALS-DYNA Jetliner Model. No work done this month.

Task 1.4: Jetliner Crash into a Spent Fuel Rail Cask. No work done this month.

Task 1.5: Small Plane Crash into a Spent Fuel Rail Cask. No work done this month.

Task 1.6: Small Plane Crash into Other Radioactive Material Packages. No work done this
month.

Task 2.0: Weapons, Radioactive Materials, Consequences.

Weapons Versus Consequences Spreadsheet. No work done this month.

Expert Panel - Source Term Guidance Document.

Preparation of sabotage scenario source term evaluation sheets continued; sheets for ten
scenarios were completed. All of the evaluation sheets will be reviewed at the peer review group
meeting scheduled for the end of January.

Sandia procurement is preparing contracts for Anderson, Baker, Haschke, and Darrough for
service on the Guidance Document external peer review group. January 28-29, 2003 was
proposed as the dates for the first meeting of the peer review group. Emails were sent to peer
review group members inquiring about their availability on these dates. All peer review group
members have tentatively accepted these dates for the first peer review meeting. Arrangements
for meeting rooms on these dates were made.

A number of simple bench scale experiments are being performed to investigate the possibility
that sabotage scenarios could initiate the rapid oxidation of Zircaloy cladding, which would
greatly increase the release of fission products. Two tests have been performed that exposed
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completed during December. After these results are added to the second draft of the report that
will be submitted before the end of December, a third draft will need to be wrtten that responds
NRC comments on the second draft. If this third draft is sent to NRC in mid January, a final
draft that has been revised by a technical editor and that reflects NRC comments on the third
draft should be completed sometime during February of 2003.

Plans for Next Reporting Period

Work on Tasks 1 through 8 will continue.

Property Acquired

No equipment with a value greater than $500 was purchased during the current month.

Travel

None

Budget Status

The following table presents program costs ($K) by task for the current month and for the fiscal
year to date:

T Current Fiscal Year
Task Title Month to Date

1.1 | Jetliner Crash into an JSFSI 110.8 409.7
1.2 1 Small Plane Crash into an ISFSI 0.0 9.0
1.3 l ANSI'S/LS-DN'NA Jetliner'todel 0.0 11.0
1.4 Jetliner Crash into a Spent Fuel Rail Cask 0.0 3.8
1.5 Small Plane Crash into a Spent Fuel Rail Cask 0.0 0.0
1.6 Small Plane Crash into Other Radioactive Material Packages 0.0 0.0
2.0 W\'eapons. Radioactive Materials, Consequences 19.7 68.8
3.0 Models for Other Spent Fuel Transportation Casks 0.8 1.6
4.0 Models for Other Spent Fuel Storage Casks 0.0 0.0
5.0 Threat Assessment for Sabotage Scenarios Involving Storage Casks 0.0 0.0
6.0 Threat Assessment for Sabotage Scenarios Involving Transportation Casks 4.9 46.5
7.0 Models for Transportation Packages for Other Radioactive Materials 0.0 0.0
8.0 Threat Assessment for Sabotage Scenarios Involving Other Packages 0.0 0.0

Code Demonstrations 0.0 0.0
_ NRC Support 7.5 24.7
_ NISACU 0.0 0.2

DOE Added Factor b 0.0 0.0

TOTAL 143.7 575.3

a. DOE waived this load beginning the month of October 2002; the SO.2 K was incurred the last two days of
September.

b. DOE waived this load beginning the month of May 2002.
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